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Datasync  share data
Datasync provides a way to synchronizefolders with an eSciDocrepository in thebackend. The software is written in JAVAand can be controlled via the command line.Currently, we are looking for partners tohelp us develope a more advancedgraphical user interface.
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panMetaDocs  describe data
panMetaDocs is a webbased data exchange platform forfederated projects that uses an eSciDocrepository asstorage. The software allows to describe data withmetadata and make use of supporting metadata that arestored in a project setting. panMetaDocs can notify usersabout recent changes and it can disseminate metadatathrough various channels.

Starting point forpreservation
Registration of dataset DOIs comes with theobligation to keep the data accessible in thefuture. To achieve this we tested the ingest(import) of research data into OAIS compliantarchives.

eSciDoc
GFZ uses eSciDoc as common institutional repository framework.The software acts as middleware (enterprise service bus) forvarious software solutions and thus allows us to decouple softwarecomponents from storage infrastructure and allow simultaneouslyaccess via the eSciDocs REST API. Datasync acts as deamon tosynchronise and distribute files while panMetaDocs is used toupload, describe with metadata, and finally publish data. One usecase for eSciDoc is the interface of the GFZ Virtual MassSpectrometer (Virtual SIMS) to the GFZ data infrastructure. Pleasevisit poster IN53A1556 (Friday PM session).

Publishing Data
When it comes to publication panMetaDocs is used to complement thedata with DataCite metadata to receive a dataset DOI and finallypublish the data. Then, the eSciDocitem that holds data andmetadata changes only its public status while all other information westored before is left untouched.The publicly visible download page is generated from the metadata inthe eSciDocitem by XSL stylesheet transformation.
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